is open to individuals who specialize in cosmetic surgery or can prove a major interest in this field. Its present membership consists of physicians whose original training was in general practice, general surgery, ophthalmology, dermatology, plastic surgery, otolaryngologyhead and neck surgery, etc. Its basic philosophy is that cosmetic surgery is a field or discipline different from all others, including the original training disciplines, and that no one of the original training disciplines can or should play a monopolistic role in providing care for members of the public wishing to enhance appearance.
Journal, one discipline has been particularly bothersome to all of the others in its attempts to keep plastic surgery, and later cosmetic surgery, to itself and its members. Generally, the reason given for these attempts to hold other disciplines and practitioners back is that those wishing to do the restricting or blocking of opportunity are only trying to serve the public by protecting it from insufficiently or improperly trained or from unqualified physicians. Large amounts of money have been spent PRing the public to convince Americans that the way to be assured of quality is to have services provided by those trained and/or boarded in that one discipline. PR stands for Public Relations, but it also can stand for PRopagandizing. AACS does not intend to let the propaganda of this one group go unchallenged any longer.
Our organization, AACS, representing as it does essentially all originating or recognized training specialties, is in complete disagreement that this one specialty contains all competent practitioners in either plastic or cosmetic surgery and that all or most incompetent, mediocre, or unethical practitioners are to be found in the ranks of the other training disciplines. We believe that the public has a right to expect all of us in cosmetic surgery to compete fairly to provide services to the public and to gain the public's confidence by performance. There are excellent, good, mediocre, and poor practitioners of cosmetic surgery from each originating discipline. The training disciplines cannot and never will be able to do the final selecting of those who will provide adequate to superb cosmetic surgery for the public. The public must make the final judgments.
AACS does not intend to lie down for any other group to bury it with slurs regarding its members, its activities, or the only functioning board set up to examine candidates specifically as to their expertise in cosmetic surgery, not plastic surgery, not otolaryngology, not dermatology, not ophthalmology, not any of the original training disciplines, but solely and specifically cosmetic surgery. We and our members are here, we are not going to go away, we intend to compete for the public's recognition and for the dollars of the public going into cosmetic surgery.
We believe that, far better than any other organization, AACS is set up to represent all who practice cosmetic surgery. It is the one and only organized body on the scene to speak for all cosmetic surgery as a discipline or a field in its own right. The only other large American organization based on this, our field of cosmetic surgery, is one that represents plastic surgeons solely. They make up an ever decreasing proportion of those entering into this field. Obviously, that organization cannot speak for the entire field, and, particularly for the entire body of practitioners of cosmetic surgery; it represents just one of the many original training disciplines providing those who become proficient in cosmetic surgery.
We hope that many more plastic surgeons who specialize in and become good in cosmetic surgery will join with us. Our groups already have provided meetings or congresses more stimulating and more diver-sified than many of those put on by the other or older organizations. Discussions and contributions coming from practitioners with differing backgrounds and differing ways of looking at similar problems just naturally tend to be broader and, at times, considerably more comprehensive and more expert than those emanating totally from one narrow field of expertise. In addition, the warm bonds of friendship and mutual respect developing between representatives of differing training disciplines working in our organizations and attending their meetings have been deeply appreciated by those who have joined us already. Of course, we also hope that many more practitioners from the disciplines other than plastic surgery will join us in furthering the field of cosmetic surgery and themselves. But, whether or not we are opposed by organized or disorganized plastic surgeons or any other group, we intend to go our own way developing our field. Now, having said that, let us become more specific. Scurrilous remarks or innuendoes, written or verbal, that deal with our reputations or the reputations of our board, journal, or organization, how about these? We already have begun to use laws set up by the public to protect its rights of access to medical care, the rights of those providing medical care, and the right to put into being an examining organization to help provide standards and to evaluate the education, training, and judgment of those setting themselves before the public as cosmetic surgeons and wishing to have peer review. Six times in the last year we took legal steps to protect these rights; six times we and cosmetic surgery won. At least two new actions are being considered. One old but large suit is still underway in Georgia. By this notice, AACS is informing its membership and others that it is interested in hearing of any transgressions or possible violations of law, of the sorts just mentioned, by individuals or organizations allowed in the past to go unchallenged.
It has come to our attention that advertisements or announcements of courses givenby our members have been refused by certain journals or organizations. AACS feels, as does the public (we believe) that organizations or journals benefitting tax-wise because of professed altruistic purposes (scientific, educational) have an obligation to treat announcements or advertisements of educational efforts coming from differing sources on an equal basis. Our courses are competing for acceptance, dollars, and reputation with all of the others being offered residents and practitioners seeking continuing medical educational opportunities. Here, the medical consumer should have the right to pick from the many the one or ones that he wants to attend. He cannot do this if someone "on high" has censored out part of the competition by refusing to accept advertisements or announcements of some, while accepting those of others.
We cannot consider acceptable a policy of excluding from information supplied to the members of any training discipline, advertisements or announcements dealing with a therapeutic modality that, in addition to its value in regions encompassed by that specialty, can be used in areas other than those covered by that discipline. Even if an individual from that discipline takes such a course and ultimately expands his practice into areas not originally encompassed by that discipline, that is a matter for the practitioner himself, his patients, his peers, his credentialing committees, his licensing authorities, his possible malpractice adversaries, and, oppositely, those who award creativity or recognition of new advances to consider. Ifthe training discipline can exclude a course on lipo-suction because part of it is given by individuals from another discipline or because part of it covers use of that technique for other parts of the body, then what about one on laser therapy or one on electrolytes? Once such censorship is condoned by lack of resistance to it, where can the line be drawn? AACS feels strongly that some judgments must be left to the individual consumer of teaching efforts, the physician reader himself, not withheld from him by some editor or politically motivated spokesman for a training field or organization. In the huge majority of cases, judgments as to what an individual will do in his practice always have been, are, and probably always will be made responsibly.
But, one thing is certain, the kind of censorship we are talking about here holds back our field of cosmetic surgery, and another certainty is that it hinders our ability to compete as individuals, as an organization, and as spokesmen for an entire field with others providing meetings, courses, or congresses relating wholly or in part to cosmetic surgery. We want the same access to the medical consumer granted by any or all of those tax-benefitted media to our competitors. If those formerly acting as censors do not allow us to compete equally, if organized medical resources cannot or will not correct this situation, then of course we will be forced to go to legislative or regulatory bodies or courts for help in making it possible for us to compete in the marketplace of ideas, philosophies, and provision of services. Our American system is predicated on as unfettered competition as possible, and the right of an individual or an organization to compete fairly is a precious one indeed. We must insist that those who have limited or usurped our rights in the respect just described cease such action as of publication of this notice.
While we will no longer condone pressures put on any individual not to join with us, speak at one of our courses or congresses, or attend any of our meetings if such pressures are made known to us, and while we intend to react to any incitement of spurious malpractice actions by others against our members, it is still another kind of possible pressure that we must address next. We have been told by potential advertisers or exhibitors that they fear loss of business by antagonizing a group of our competitors if they take out advertisements in our publications or exhibit at our meetings. The inference is that there have been threats of boycott or of encouraging the doing of business with other firms if the commercial firm elects to advertise or exhibit with us. Federal and state law are clear here. Any such threat or inference is absolutely illegal. In the past, when commercial firms or their representatives have been asked to divulge the name or names of the potential boycotters, they have declined on the grounds that they could suffer grievous loss of business by such a course. There seemed to be nothing that could be done until some one of the commercial firms or its representatives would show courage enough to come forward to the Federal Trade Commission with names and stop the practice once and for all. Years and years have gone by since we first heard of this alleged behavior, years and years we have waited for one complaint to surface so that something could be done about it, and now we are hearing the same story again.
If there is any truth to these excuses given by these firms, the tactic is a vicious one for stifling competition. Say one group at a given time is larger than another and can give a firm at that time more business than the smaller group. Logic in an advertising and certainly in an exhibiting budget might call for a ratio for the two competing groups of 10 to I, 20 to I, or 2 to I, depending on various factors. However, if the firm can be convinced that there is likelihood of loss of much business from the large group by doing business with the smaller group, the small group is "expendable" under the circumstances. Even worse, if divulging the name of a person or group threatening loss of a significant proportion of business is thought to create the hazard of losing a larger proportion to almost all of the business from the larger group, one can understand the pressures on the commercial firm to avoid the smaller group and certainly to do nothing about reporting the offender.
We feel that the time finally has come to counter this tactic, if there is truth to the existence of such warnings. By this notice of intent to compete, we are informing all potential advertisers and exhibitors that if one or any of them propose to succumb to any of these kinds of illegal threats, such action is not likely to help their sales with our rapidly increasing members and subscribers since we intend to print this fact in our journal, and let our subscribers know that the firm is succumbing to the pressure. In other words, we are giving commercial firms an answer that they can show to anyone illegally threatening or inferring loss of business should they advertise or exhibit with us. Not only that, where feasible, we will help in legal actions taken against such offenders. It should be noted that, while such threats against firms wishing to do business with us constitute unfair competition and interference with business relationships and are actionable, our attempts to dissuade the firms from following that course of action, including advising them of a legal course of action that we intend to take, does not constitute an unfair business practice.
As pointed out earlier, we are here; we are the only organization set up to represent all practitioners in cosmetic surgery; we wish to be friends to all, including those who have formerly opposed or tried to restrict us; BUT, a new era is here! We intend to exercise our every right to compete; this intent is part of our responsibility to ourselves and to our field of cosmetic surgery.
